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ABSTRACT
Welcome to the captivating world of
GetIt4Free Meme Coin (GITF), where
amusement and prosperity converge in
a mesmerizing dance. In this immersive
whitepaper, we cordially invite you on a
journey through the most electrifying
meme coin that the blockchain has ever
witnessed. GITF transcends the
conventional boundaries of
cryptocurrencies; it embodies digital
humor, financial opportunity, and a
deep-seated belief in inner happiness.
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ABOUT
US

GetIt4Free Meme Coin
(GITF), where laughter is
perpetual, and wealth is an
enjoyable byproduct. In the
realm of cryptocurrencies,
we often find ourselves
immersed in solemnity, but
not here. GITF was
conceived with the intent of
infusing the crypto sphere
with humor and meme
culture while creating
genuine avenues for
financial growth. This
community-driven, meme-
inspired project is poised to
make you smile and
prosper, all without cost.



VISION MISSION
Our mission is to turn this vision into a reality.
We are on an exhilarating journey, led by humor
and memes, to:
Cultivate a welcoming and lively community
where humor and cryptocurrency intersect.
Advocate for wealth redistribution by freely
distributing tokens to our community
members.

Enable meme-inspired microtransactions,
making every day a source of joy and
potential financial growth.

Our vision for GetIt4Free Meme Coin is both simple and
audacious: to meld the potential of memes and blockchain
into a coin capable of genuinely enriching you, devoid of
the need for substantial investments. We envision a future
where:

• A vibrant and inclusive community centered around
humor and crypto thrives.
• Wealth redistribution through free token distribution
becomes a catalyst for financial empowerment.
• Meme-inspired microtransactions bring everyday
enjoyment to individuals worldwide



UNIQUE
Features

Meme Partnership

Humor-infused wealth Free Distribution

NFT-MEME COLLECTIBLES

GITF transcends
traditional

investments. It
leverages humor and

meme culture to
generate value,

making every
transaction a

delightful
experience.

We actively pursue
collaborations with

meme creators,
influencers, and

platforms to amplify
our reach and
accentuate the

uniqueness of our
meme coin.

GITF introduces NFT
meme collectibles,

allowing you to own
iconic memes as

digital assets.

Unlike the majority
of cryptocurrencies,

GITF is freely
distributed among

our community
members. We are

committed to wealth
redistribution

without financial
barriers.



TOKENOMICS

Token Allocation/Distribution:

Initial Distribution (Airdrop) 8%
Development and Marketing 7%

Liquidity Pool 80%
Future CEX listing 5%

One of the beauties of GetIt4free Meme Coin is that you
don't need to purchase it; you continuously receive it

for free by being part of our meme-loving community.

GetIt4free Coin (GITF) boasts a total supply of 4
Billion tokens on the ETH  and BSC network—an

astronomical number designed to cater to meme
enthusiasts. Here's how we're distributing the fun:

Initial Distribution: A significant portion is allocated
directly to our community members, ensuring

widespread ownership.
Development and Marketing: Tokens are earmarked

for continuous project development and meme
marketing campaigns.

Liquidity Pool Allocation: Tokens have been
allocated to liquidity pools to maintain trading

liquidity and stability.
Team and Advisors: Our dedicated team and

advisors play a pivotal role in our success and
receive a fair share for their unwavering

commitment.

Liquidity
pool/Presale

80%

Initial
distribution

8% Development/Marketin
g

7%



GIFT Token
Ethereum (ETH):

0x2e839E6b8Ad2E0D7D7DB1d17D58ea378215c9D78
Binance Smart Chain (BSC):

0x2e839E6b8Ad2E0D7D7DB1d17D58ea378215c9D78

Token Name: Gift Token
Ticker Symbol: GIFT

Total Supply: 4 Billion GIFT Tokens
Contract Address:

Multi-Chain Decimals: 18
Audit and SAFU Badge:

Introduction:

The GIFT Token is not confined to a single blockchain;
it's a dynamic and versatile asset that operates on both

the Ethereum (ETH) and Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
networks. This dual-chain functionality opens up a

world of possibilities and advantages for GIFT holders

Contract Audited by CFGNinja

GIFT Token employs a unique bridge system that
enables users to seamlessly transfer tokens between

Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain. This bridge is
designed to be secure, efficient, and user-friendly.



GOVERNANCE
In the realm of memes, decisions are
crafted democratically. GetIt4free
Meme Coin operates on a
decentralized governance model,
where each token holder possesses a
voice. You have the opportunity to
shape the future of our project,
choose our memes, and determine
the course of wealth distribution.
This coin is yours; you are the rule-
maker.



USECASES
HOW IT WORKS

What can you accomplish with GITF?
While our primary aim is to bring
laughter and prosperity, you can also
employ it for:

Tipping your favorite meme creators.
Trading GITF on meme-themed
exchanges.
Participating in meme-inspired
games and giveaways.
The possibilities are boundless, and
we encourage our community to
explore creative applications for
GetIt4free Meme Coin.



ROADMAP
 

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

Strategic partnerships

Fairlaunch (IDO) and DEX listing

Meme Universe introduction of Gift fun
NFT collectible 

Community-driven initiatives and
Expanding ecosystem

Continous Marketing and Innovating $Gift Portal
This strategic approach drives sustainable growth
and enhances its market presence.

Future Developments: GIFT's
journey does not stop with its
initial launch. The roadmap

includes plans for decentralized
applications (DApps), enhanced
governance mechanisms, and

further expansion into emerging
blockchain ecosystems.

Community and meme partnership



SECURITY &
LEGALITIES

While memes epitomize enjoyment, we take security with the
utmost seriousness. Our smart contracts have undergone
stringent audits to guarantee the safety of your funds as you
savor the ride. Your peace of mind stands as our highest
priority.

While memes are all about freedom, we also respect the legal
side of things. We operate with transparency and in
compliance with all relevant laws and regulations. Your
journey with GetIt4free Meme Coin is a safe and legal one.

GITF is fully audited by CFGNinja
https://github.com/CFG-
NINJA/audits/blob/3a6d3a65c9ae018bb70642c8ffb9b7e66ddbaf9c/20230926_CFGNIN
JA_GETIT4FREE%20COIN_GIFT_Audit.pdf

GIFT Token has undergone a comprehensive security audit
conducted by CFGNinja, and it proudly bears the SAFU (Secure
Asset Fund for Users) badge, assuring our users of the token's

safety and integrity.



CONCLUSION
GITF isn't just a

cryptocurrency; it's an
adventure. We invite you to

journey with us, where
laughter and riches

intertwine. In the realm of
GetIt4free Meme Coin, the

joy of discovery is as
valuable as the destination.
Join us on this epic meme
odyssey, where we show

the world that happiness is
free, and wealth is just a

laugh away.



GETIT4FREE
Laugh Your Way to Prosperity with GITF!


